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2 Comments

 

• •

TG Bookworm •  

How is this likely to face industry opposition? There does not seem to be any documentation for
that sort of statement when in fact the industry seems to have welcomed the idea of increased
accessibility as of late. Record prices and bidding interest for accessible medallions at an auction
last month even prompted Commissioner Yassky to say that those prices were a vote of
confidence. Why would the new mayor ever consider attempting to block this from moving
forward, which would sacrifice everything his campaign implied he stood for in the fight for
every New Yorker to have a fair shot? Creating contradictions between the various involved
groups where there are none - a rare event in itself - is ultimately just a disservice to the men and
women who will benefit from this landmark decision.

  

• •

Gedale Wentwort •  

Doesn't the City's acquiescence to the suit now put certain drivers at a severe disadvantage? The
head of the Taxi Worker's Alliance has fought hard against the requirement for drivers to be
trained and licensed to operate accessible vehicles. Now that very person and decision has single
handedly put drivers at risk. When 50% of the vehicles will be accessible and fewer than 500
drivers are able to operate them, where does that leave the bulk of the drivers? The Taxi Workers
leadership lacks vision and has seemingly failed its drivers.
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